A distributed system consists of a collection of computing components. It enables computers to coordinate their behavior and functions. Also, as a model that processing large sets of data with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster, Map-Reduce has been widely used during the past decades. In this project, a distributed system as the implementation of Map-Reduce proposed to remove duplicate lines from a text. It proved to work with high efficiency and it especially works well for a relatively large set of data which is unable to processed by a single host. After designing and implementing the required system, the evaluation of the system is performed and it also provides a further analysis by comparing with real Map-Reduce.
Introduction
A distributed system consists of a collection of computing components. It enables computers to coordinate their behavior and functions and share their computing resources to provide a transparent service to the system users [1] . Distributed system takes the advantages of the connected hosts and owns stronger computing ability than a single host. At the same time, Map-Reduce as a model that processing large sets of data with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster, it has been widely used during the past decades [2] . This project aims to implement a Map-Reduce based distributed system and the system is proposed to remove duplicate lines from a text file. When the processing data comes to a large amount, a distributed system is expected to works better than individual host. A series of experiment is performed and further analysis is also given to provide a better understanding of the performance of the system. Since it based on Map-reduce, the construction of this system would then be compared with real Map-Reduce model. This project involves both design and implementation of the required distributed system. The designing process would be given first. Following with the construction of the system. The evaluation of the system is performed according to the size of file that be processed. Execution time are recorded and they help to illustrate the degree of how the system improved the efficiency. An analysis of the results would be given including a comparison with the real Map-reduce model.
System Design
The host machine that reads the given file and assigns the work to other machines can be viewed as the client side in the system. It reads every line of the given file and number the lines(words) which would help the host to order the words at the final step. Assigning the words by using hash code make sure the same word would send to the same machine which avoid any extra efforts to check or remove duplicate lines after the files come back to the host machine. And do the mod computation of hash code helps to balance the load of the clusters to some degree. However, still there is the possibility that some of the machines handle more jobs than the others. At the server side, after opening a server socket that keep listening for connections and receive a set of words and then write them into a file. The file would then entering the reducing process. In this case, it will first sorting International Industrial Informatics and Computer Engineering Conference (IIICEC 2015) the words by alphabetic order and remove the duplicate lines and keep the words appeared earlier.
By keep the words in alphabetic order could ensure the duplicate lines moving closed. After removing the duplicate line, the working machines would sort the words again but following the number order and send it back to the host. Order by number is helpful when sorting the words according to the original arrangement. Finally the host machine would receive multiple files(depend on the reducer number) and all files following the number order. Sorting them together by using the merge sort algorithm. The final output file then generated after these steps. The flow chart of this system processing is shown as Figure 1 . From the table1, we could easily found that with the increasing number of machines involved, the execution time experiences a decrease trend. It also illustrated on figure2. Especially when the file comes to size 1GB, the more machines involved in the system, the less time consumed for the processing. And the higher duplicate rate always has a relatively shorter execution result. The size of file effected the execution time as expected as well. 
Evaluation and comparison with Map-Reduce model
In the real Map-Reduce model, it first assigns the work which is similar with the reading file stage on this system. Without any other efforts, the mapper will work on its given parts of file and then shuffle all the information he got with others to conduct the overall computation. However, in this case, no shuffle stage involved because of the words already be sent according to the hash code of the mod computation and it helps to avoid the conflict among machines. For the files with relatively small size, this system may has a high efficiency than the real Map-Reduce model. But for the larger ones, the initial stage consumes a lot of resources and it is time consuming.
Conclusion
This system works well with the given files. Although when the file comes to the size of 1GB, it is not as stable as working with smaller files. The construction is expected to improve when working with large sets of data. Also since it based on the real Map-Reduce model, it provides decent performance in general and it is seemed as a real distributed system. Moreover, it is suitable for other types of tasks, for instance words counting, by simply overwrite the server and client and keep the rest parts and the entire construction.
